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Abstract In the present study, we demonstrated that the
emotional significance of a spatial cue enhances the effect
of covert attention on spatial and temporal resolution (i.e.,
our ability to discriminate small spatial details and fast
temporal flicker). Our results indicated that fearful face
cues, as compared with neutral face cues, enhanced the
attentional benefits in spatial resolution but also enhanced
the attentional deficits in temporal resolution. Furthermore,
we observed that the overall magnitudes of individuals’
attentional effects correlated strongly with the magnitude of
the emotion × attention interaction effect. Combined, these
findings provide strong support for the idea that emotion
enhances the strength of a cue’s attentional response.
Keywords Emotion.Attention.Visual perception.Fearful
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Attention can be allocated overtly, by directing one’s gaze,
or covertly, to a peripheral location without eye movements
(Egeth & Yantis, 1997). Covert attention has been shown to
facilitate a variety of basic perceptual dimensions, such as
contrast sensitivity and spatial resolution (Cameron, Tai, &
Carrasco, 2002; Carrasco & Yeshurun, 2009; Yeshurun &
Carrasco, 1999), allowing a more sensitive, fine-grained
perceptual analysis at the cued spatial location.
Recent findings indicate that emotion, independently of
attention, also influences a variety of basic perceptual
dimensions, such as contrast sensitivity, orientation sensi-
tivity, and spatial resolution (Bocanegra & Zeelenberg,
2009b, 2011;P h e l p s ,L i n g ,&C a r r a s c o ,2006). Interestingly,
one of these studies has provided the first evidence that
emotion and attention exert an interactive influence on
perception. Phelps et al. (Experiment 2) presented fearful or
neutral face cues prior to four peripheral Gabor patches
presented at near-threshold contrast. One of the Gabors was
a tilted target, and the others were upright distractors; the
observers’ task was to indicate the orientation of the target
Gabor. To manipulate attention, either a single face cued the
location of the upcoming target (a valid informative cue) or
multiple faces cued all four Gabors (a distributed uninfor-
mative cue). A typical attentional effect was observed: Valid
cues enhanced contrast sensitivity, as compared with
distributed cues. Importantly, the effects of emotion and
attention were superadditive: The beneficial effect of
attention on contrast sensitivity (i.e., the difference in
performance between valid and distributed cues) was larger
for emotional cues than for neutral cues.
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To our knowledge, no study has yet extended this
interaction to other basic perceptual dimensions. As a
consequence, the mechanisms underlying emotion–
attention interactions in vision are still largely unspecified.
In the present study, we tested whether emotion enhances
1 A recent study failed to find differential cuing effects of fearful and
neutral faces (Ferneyhough, Stanley, Phelps, & Carrasco, 2010). Here,
the targets appeared below the location of the face cues, whereas in the
present experiments and Phelps et al. (2006), they appeared alongside
the faces around the nose–eyes region. Considering that this is the
most diagnostically informative region for emotion discrimination
(Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2005), it could be that face
cuing effects diminish as targets are presented further away from this
subregion. Alternatively, Ferneyhough et al., suggested that their null
effect was due to the mid-level spatial frequency used to construct
their targets (4 cpd), considering that the beneficial effect of emotion
on perception (independently of attention) is restricted to low spatial
frequencies (Bocanegra & Zeelenberg, 2009b).
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It has been proposed that valid emotional cues influence
perception more strongly than do valid neutral cues, because
they are more salient and attract additional attentional
resources (Phelps et al., 2006; Bocanegra & Zeelenberg,
2009a) emotion paper “dissociating emotion-induced blind-
ness and hypervision.” Analogously, bright attentional cues
have a stronger effect on target perception than do faint
attentional cues (Fuller, Park, & Carrasco, 2009). According
to this account, the interaction between emotion and attention
reflects an increased attentional response at the cued location.
However, spatial cues not only allocate attention to a
target’s location, but also reduce the spatial uncertainty of
the target (Luck & Thomas, 1999). Although the higher
salience of emotional cues could, indeed, enhance the
attentional response at the cued location, the more salient
valid emotional cues could also be more effective than valid
neutral cues at restricting the perceptual decision to the
information presented at the cued location. To illustrate, in
the Phelps et al. (2006) study, the simultaneous presentation
of near-threshold Gabors at all four locations could have
made it difficult for observers to ascertain which location
contained the target. Consequently, performance may also
have been influenced by noise arising from the three
distractor locations, in addition to the signal at the target
location (Luck & Thomas, 1999). Considering that on valid
trials, the cue correctly predicted the location of the
upcoming target, observers could have attained a higher
level of accuracy on these trials by restricting their
perceptual decision to information presented at the cued
location and disregarding information at the uncued
locations. In this manner, a reduction in spatial uncertainty
of the target could have improved performance by
diminishing the impact of external noise on the perceptual
decision (Carrasco, Williams, & Yeshurun, 2002).
In Experiment 1, we investigated the effect of
attention and emotion on spatial resolution in a spatial
gap detection task. Unlike in the Phelps et al. (2006)
study, displays contained a single suprathreshold target
whose high contrast eliminated the spatial uncertainty
associated with near-threshold Gabors. In addition, the
display lacked any sources of external noise, such as
distractors or masks. An attentional account predicts that
valid emotion cues should have a stronger beneficial
effect on spatial resolution, as compared with valid
neutral cues, in the absence of competing distractors.
Because, in this task, the suprathreshold target could be
not be confused with either distractors or empty loca-
tions, any effects of emotion and attention are unlikely to
be due to a reduction in spatial uncertainty (Carrasco
et al., 2002).
Experiment 1
We presented a single valid cue adjacent to the location of a
subsequent target, in order to direct attention to that
location. In a comparison condition, a distributed cue
appeared at the two possible target locations and, thus,
was uninformative as to the upcoming target’s location (see
Fig. 1). We expected to replicate previously observed
attentional benefits in spatial resolution (Carrasco et al.,
2002; Montagna, Pestilli, & Carrasco, 2009; Yeshurun &
Carrasco, 1999). If the attentional response hypothesis is
correct, emotional cues should enhance the beneficial effect
of attention on spatial resolution in the absence of target
spatial uncertainty.
Method
Participants Twenty-two observers with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experi-
ment and gave informed consent before participation.
All procedures were approved by the local ethics
committee.
Stimuli and apparatus A white fixation point (0.3° ×
0.3°, 65 cd/m²) was presented centrally in a uniform
dark background (2 cd/m²), throughout each trial. To
manipulate emotion, 11 facial photographs portraying
fearful and neutral expressions were selected from
Ekman and Friesen (1976). Valid cues consisted of a
single face stimulus (either fearful or neutral, 5° in
diameter) presented either left or right of fixation next to
the target location at 8° eccentricity. Distributed cues
consisted of two identical face stimuli, both either fearful
Fig. 1 Illustration of the display sequences for the trials in the
experiments. Please note that the cue stimuli were presented until the
offset of the target stimulus in both the spatial and temporal tasks
1072 Psychon Bull Rev (2011) 18:1071–1076or neutral, presented left and right of fixation next to the
two possible target locations.
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The target was a Landolt square (1°, 65 cd/m²),
randomly presented either left or right of fixation at 4°
eccentricity. The Landolt was presented for 100 ms and
contained a very small aperture at the top (5 arcmin) on
50% of the trials and no aperture on the remaining trials.
Stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected Iiyama 21-in.
Vision Master monitor (100-Hz refresh-rate, 1,600 × 1,200
pixels).
Procedure Observers viewed the display binocularly at a
distance of approximately 60 cm, fixating centrally
throughout testing. First, the fixation was presented for
1,000 ms, followed by the cue (100 ms) (see Fig. 1).
Next, the target was added to the display. The short
duration between cue onset and target offset (200 ms)
precluded eye movements toward the stimuli (Mayfrank,
Kimmig, & Fischer, 1987). Observers indicated whether
the Landolt square contained a small spatial gap at the top
(by pressing the “m” key) or whether the square was intact
(by pressing the “z” key). Each observer performed 100
training trials prior to the main experiment, which
consisted of 880 trials. All variables varied randomly
from trial to trial, and performance feedback was given
after each trial.
Results and discussion
We analyzed our data using signal detection theory measure
d′ [z(hit) –z(false alarm)] and criterion C [–.5 * (z(hit) + z
(false alarm))], whhich we calculated for each condition
and observer (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). Three
ANOVAs with attention (valid vs. distributed cue) and
emotion (fearful vs. neutral cue) as within-subjects factors
were performed on d′ accuracy, criterion C, and response
times (RTs) for correct responses, respectively.
The ANOVA on d′ accuracies showed a significant main
effect of attention, F(1, 21) = 41.96, p < .001, ηp
2 = .67,
indicating that valid cues improved performance, as
compared with distributed cues (see Fig. 2). Also, fearful
cues improved performance, as compared with neutral cues,
F(1, 21) = 6.49, p < .03, ηp
2 = .24. Most important, the
effects of attention and emotion interacted, F(1, 21) =
13.34, p < .01, ηp
2 = .39. As is illustrated in the upper part
of Fig. 3, this interaction meant that the attentional benefit
(i.e., the difference between valid and distributed cues) was
larger for fearful cues (0.68 d′ difference) than for
neutral cues (0.29 d′ difference). Planned comparisons
using the pooled variance estimate (Loftus & Masson,
1994) indicated that the attention effect was significant
for both fearful and neutral cues, t(21) = 6.09, p <. 0 1 ,
and t(21) = 2.64, p < .02, respectively. Also, fearful
distributed cues, as compared with neutral distributed
cues, impaired spatial resolution, t(21) = 2.19, p <. 0 5 .
The present results indicate that emotional cues enhance
the beneficial effect of attention on spatial resolution in
the absence of target spatial uncertainty, which is
consistent with the attentional response hypothesis.
Effects on criterion C and RTs for the main effects and
the interaction were not significant (ps>. 1 2 ) .
2 Please note that target spatial variability in the experiments does not
imply target spatial uncertainty. Observers were completely certain
about where a target was presented (due to its high contrast and lack
of distractors or masks), despite cross-trial variability in the target
location.
Fig. 2 d′ performance and RTs for each of the experimental conditions
in the spatial and temporal resolution tasks. Error bars represent
within-subjects standard errors of the means (Loftus & Masson, 1994)
Fig. 3 Attention effects for neutral and fearful cues in the spatial and
temporal resolution tasks. The attention effect was calculated by
subtracting performance in the valid condition from performance in
the distributed condition. Error bars represent within-subjects standard
errors of the means (Loftus & Masson, 1994)
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In Experiment 2, we explored the effect of attention and
emotion in a perceptual task in which performance would
be impaired by attention allocation. Attention increases
spatial resolution at the cued location, thereby improving
our ability to resolve fine details (Yeshurun & Carrasco,
1999). Counterintuitively, however, this spatial benefit is
accompanied by a cost in temporal resolution: Attention
allocation impairs our ability to resolve fast temporal
changes in luminance (Rolke, Dinkelbach, Hein, & Ulrich,
2008; Yeshurun & Levy, 2003; but see Chica & Christie,
2009).
Although counterintuitive, this temporal deficit is less
surprising when one considers the beneficial effect of
attention on spatial resolution (Yeshurun & Carrasco,
1999). From the retinal ganglion level up to V1, the visual
system consists of two parallel visual channels (Callaway,
1998), parvocellular and magnocellular. In general, parvo-
cellular neurons have smaller receptive fields and more
sustained responses, whereas magnocellular neurons have
larger receptive fields and transient responses. It has been
suggested that attention modulates inhibitory interactions
between magnocellular and parvocellular channels
(Yeshurun & Levy, 2003). In this manner, attention
transiently sacrifices temporal resolution at the attended
peripheral location in order to improve spatial resolution,
which is crucial for stimulus recognition.
If emotion enhances attention allocation, the emo-
tion–attention interaction should extend to all dimen-
sions that are affected by attention, even if this implies
a decrement in performance. It specifically predicts that
valid emotion cues should have a stronger detrimental
effect on performance, as compared with valid neutral
cues, in a temporal resolution task (i.e., a temporal gap
detection task). As in Experiment 1, we employed
suprathreshold targets presented in a display without
distractors or masks, which minimized target spatial
uncertainty.
On top of this, the negative effect of attention on
temporal resolution provides a critical test for the idea
that emotion potentiates attention allocation. Any deci-
sional account based on noise exclusion (such as the
restriction of a perceptual decision to the percept arising
at the task-relevant location) predicts that valid cues
should always benefit performance, as compared with
distributed cues, whereas in this specific case (i.e., a
temporal resolution task), an attentional account predicts
an opposite deficit in performance. Thus, if emotional cues
enhance the detrimental effect of attentional cuing on
temporal resolution, this would provide strong evidence
for the idea that emotion enhances the strength of a cue’s
attentional response.
Method
Participants, stimuli, apparatus, and procedure Twenty
observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision partic-
ipated in the experiment. The target was a circular dot (1°,
65 cd/m²), randomly presented either left or right of fixation
at 4° eccentricity. On half of the trials, two consecutive dots
appeared, each for 45 ms, separated by a very brief interval
(10 ms). On the remaining trials, a single dot was presented
for 100 ms (see Fig. 1). The monitor was set to a 200-Hz
refresh-rate at 800 × 600 pixels. Observers indicated
whether the dot contained a brief temporal gap (by pressing
the “m” key) or whether the dot was continuous (by
pressing the “z” key). All other aspects of the method and
analysis were identical to those in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
The ANOVA on d′ accuracies revealed a significant main
effectofattention, indicating that valid cues impairedtemporal
resolution, as compared with distributed cues, F(1, 19) =
52.42,p < .001, ηp
2 = .73 (see Fig. 2). In addition, fearful cues
improved performance, as compared with neutral cues, F(1,
19) = 7.08, p < .02, ηp
2 = .27. As in Experiment 1, the effects
of attention and emotion interacted, F(1, 19) = 45.49, p <
.001, ηp
2 = .71. As is shown in Fig. 3, the interaction
consisted of a larger attentional deficit for fearful cues (0.76 d′
difference) than for neutral cues (0.25 d′ difference). Planned
comparisons showed that the attention effect was significant
for both fearful and neutral cues, t(19) = 9.37, p < .01, and
t(19) = 3.13, p < .01, respectively (Loftus & Masson, 1994).
Also, fearful distributed cues, as compared with neutral
distributed cues, improved temporal resolution, t(19) = 6.99,
p < .01. As predicted, these findings indicate that the
emotional significance of the cue enhanced the detrimental
effect of attention of temporal resolution, which is consistent
with the attentional response hypothesis. As in Experiment 1,
effects on criterion C and RTs were not significant (ps>. 1 9 ) .
Correlation analyses
To further examine the emotion × attention interaction
effects, we tested whether there was any systematic
relationship between the magnitudes of the main effects of
emotion and attention and the magnitude of the emotion ×
attention interaction effect for individual observers. Our
reasoning was that if emotion enhances a cue's attentional
response, an observers’ overall attention effect should
correlate with the increase in attentional effect observed
for fearful versus neutral cues (see Fig. 4). We found a strong
positive correlation between the attention main effect and the
interaction effect (overall, r =. 8 6 ,p < .01; spatial task only,
1074 Psychon Bull Rev (2011) 18:1071–1076r =. 7 6 ,p < .01; temporal task only, r = .55, p <. 0 1 ;s e e
Fig. 4). In contrast, we found no significant correlation
between the emotion main effect and the attention main effect
or between the emotion main effect and the interaction effect
(p > .13). This indicates that the observers who showed the
largest effects of attentional cuing per se also showed the
largest interactions between emotion and attention.
Although there is no a priori reason to presume that
participants’ main effects should correlate with interaction
effects within a factorial design, we wanted to test whether the
correlation between the attention main effect and the emotion ×
attention interaction was spuriously due to floor or ceiling
effects. We failed to find significant correlations between the
interaction effect and overall performance or between the
attention main effect and overall performance (ps>. 0 7 ) ,w h i c h
excludes the possibility that individual differences in overall
performance were mediating the strong correlation between the
attention main effect and the emotion × attention interaction.
General discussion
A recent study by Phelps et al. (2006) demonstrated that
emotion and attention have an interactive effect on contrast
sensitivity: The emotional significance of a spatial cue
potentiates the perceptual benefits brought about by
attentional cuing. Until now, however, there was no
evidence that their results extend to perceptual dimensions
otherthancontrastsensitivity.Thepresentstudytestedwhether
emotion enhances the effect of attention in two new
dimensions: spatial and temporal resolution. In addition to
extending the results of Phelps et al. to other perceptual
dimensions, our design allowed us to rule out one possible
explanationoftheemotion–attentioninteraction—namely,that
it is due to noise exclusion (by reducing spatial uncertainty of
the target location). Instead, our results show that emotion
enhances the strength of a cue’s attentional response.
We show that emotional cues, as compared with neutral
cues, enhance the benefits of attentional cuing in a spatial gap
detection task. Thus, the interaction between emotion and
attention not only boosts the contrast strength of a stimulus
(Phelps et al., 2006), but also improves the fine-grained spatial
analysis of a stimulus (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1999). In
addition, we show that emotional cues, as compared with
neutral cues, enhance the detrimental effect of attentional
cuing in a temporal gap detection task (Yeshurun & Levy,
2003). This indicates that the emotion–attention interaction
also extends to temporal properties of visual perception. It
appears that emotion enhances all dimensions that are affected
by attention, even if this implies a decrement in performance.
It has been proposed that emotional cues enhance the
strength of a cue’s attentional response at the cued location,
which modulates the perceptual processing of a spatially
congruent target stimulus (Phelps et al., 2006). However,
spatial cues influence not only the allocation of attention, but
also what subset of the presented spatial information
c o n t r i b u t e st oa no b s e r v e r ’s perceptual decision. In the Phelps
et al. study, observers could have had difficulty determining
the spatial location of the threshold target on trials where it
was presented amidst three near-threshold distractors. Thus,
the more salient emotional valid cues could have helped
observers to disregard distractor noise from uncued locations.
In contrast to the Phelps et al. (2006) study, our displays
in Experiment 1 consisted of a single suprathreshold target
in the absence of distractors and masks. Therefore, the
interaction we observed between emotion and attention in
spatial resolution is unlikely to have been due to a reduction
in spatial uncertainty (see Carrasco et al., 2002). Also, the
negative effect of attention on temporal resolution provides
additional support for the idea that emotion potentiates
attention allocation. Considering that decisional accounts
predict that valid cues should always be advantageous, as
compared with distributed cues (due to the exclusion of
noise from task-irrelevant locations), the enhanced detri-
mental effects in temporal resolution provide strong
evidence that emotion enhances attention.
We found that the magnitudes of the observers’ overall
attention effects in both spatial and temporal tasks were
strongly correlated with the magnitude of the emotion ×
attention interaction effect. Observers showing the largest
overall attention effects also showed the largest interactions
between emotion and attention, providing further support
for the idea that emotion enhances the strength of a spatial
cue’s attentional response.
An interesting question is whether the effects observed in
the present study were due to the voluntary or automatic
allocation of attention (Egeth & Yantis, 1997). Due to our use
Fig. 4 Correlation between the magnitudes of the attention main effect
and the magnitude of the emotion × attention interaction effect for
individual observers. The attention effect was calculated by subtracting
performance in the valid condition from performance in the distributed
condition. The interaction effect was calculated by subtracting the
attention effect for fearful cues from the attention effect for neutral cues
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multiple-element distributed cue, there was a confound
between the number of cues and cue predictiveness, which
prevented us from disentangling automatic and voluntary
attention. Interestingly, however, it has been shown that the
voluntary and automatic effects of attention can be dissoci-
ated when temporal resolution is tested in a temporal order
judgment task (Hein, Rolke, & Ulrich, 2006). In their study,
exogenous cues presented peripherally at a short stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA) impaired temporal resolution,
whereas endogenous cues presented centrally at a long SOA
improved temporal resolution (see also Carmel, Saker, Rees,
&L a v i e ,2007). This attentional dissociation in temporal
resolution suggests that our short-SOA peripheral cues were
engaging exogenous orienting.
Both the automatic and voluntary cuing of attention has
been shown to enhance perception in the absence of target
spatial uncertainty (Carrasco et al., 2002; Luck, Hillyard,
Mouloua, & Hawkins, 1996; Luck & Thomas, 1999).
Consistent with these findings, we show that attentional cues
can both improve and impair the perception of a clearly
localizable target (Carrasco et al., 2002; Yeshurun & Levy,
2003). A recent study indicated that the strength of a cue’s
attentional response increases gradually as a function of cue
contrast (Fuller et al., 2009). Consistent with this, our findings
suggest that attention allocation is not a binary on–off
mechanism. Rather, it appears that the strength of a cue’s
attentional response can vary continuously depending on both
low-level (e.g., luminance contrast) and higher-level (e.g.
emotional significance) stimulus parameters affecting salience.
To conclude, we have demonstrated that the interaction
between emotion and attention in perception is not
restricted to the contrast strength of a stimulus (Phelps
et al., 2006). To our knowledge, our study is the first to
extend this interaction to two new visual dimensions:
spatial and temporal resolution. Combined, these findings
provide strong support for the idea that emotion enhances
the strength of a cue’s attentional response.
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